WINNER OF INAUGURAL DR JACK WARCUP MEMORIAL PRIZE

The winner of the inaugural Dr Jack Warcup Memorial Prize (student prize for the best talk/poster at the Society’s conference in August 1999), was Nai Tran-Dinh, from the Department of Microbiology, the University of Sydney.

The abstract for the talk was published in Australasian Mycologist 18, 35 (1999).

Biological control of aflatoxigenic Aspergillus spp. using molecular approaches.

Nai Tran-Dinh*, John Pitt1 & Dee Carter2.

1 Dept of Microbiology, University of Sydney, NSW 2006.
2 Food Science Australia, North Ryde, NSW 2113.

MYCOSURFING ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB

A set of mycorrhizal webpages are now available online at:
http://www.ffp.csiro.au/research/mycorrhiza/

They are an introduction to mycorrhizas with sections on: roots; VAM; ECM; roles of mycorrhizae; associations of Australian plants; ectomycorrhizal associates of eucalypts; Australian ectomycorrhizal fungi; plus notes on methods, references, etc.

MycoKey

MycoKey is now available on the Internet. Try it on <http://www.mycokey.com/>. MycoKey is a synoptic key for determination of fungal genera. This first version includes 171 genera and about 700 illustrated species. It covers the genera of basidiomycota with stem and cap (agarics, boletes, etc.) from Northern Europe (i.e. Europe north of the Alps) and will be gradually updated to include more groups. A complete version covering most genera of sexual fungi forming fruitbodies will be available on CD-ROM medio 2001. The authors would very much like your comments on MycoKey. Please email Jens Petersen at Jens.H.Petersen@biology.au.dk.

REFEREES IN 1999

The managing editors would like to thank the following for refereeing papers for the Australasian Mycologist in 1999: Andre Aptroot, Cheryl Grgurinovic, Heino Lepp, Roger Shivas, Jack Simpson, Ken Thomas.
CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS

25–29 April 2000
Liverpool, England
Symposium 2000—BMS Millennium Symposium on Tropical Mycology
r.watling@rbge.org.uk

15–19 May 2000
Maastricht, The Netherlands
15th International Congress of the ISMS (Int. Society of Mushroom Science)
http://www.cnc.nl/isms

9–14 July 2000
University of Hong Kong
2nd Asia-Pacific Mycological Conference on Biodiversity and Biotechnology
Kevin Hyde
Email: kdhye@hkucc.hku.hk

23–28 July 2000
Brisbane
Ninth International Congress for Culture Collections. Microbial Resources for the New Millennium
Dr Lindsay Sly
Email: sly@biosci.uq.edu.au

7–12 August 2000
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
XXI IUFRO World Congress Forests and Society: the role of research
Chairman
The XXI IUFRO World Congress Organising Committee, Forest Research Institute Malaysia (FRIM), Kepong, 52109 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Fax: 603 6365687/6367753
iufroxxi.csc@forvie.ac.at
http://iufro.boku.ac.at/iufro/congress/csc/

13–19 August 2000
Berkeley, CA, USA
Seventh International Symposium on the Microbiology of the Aerial Plant Surfaces
Steven Lindow, Dept Plant & Micr. Bio., 111 Koshland Hall, Berkeley, CA, USA 94720-3102
Email: icelab@socrates.berkeley.edu

13–19 August 2000
Marburg
3rd International Congress on Symbiosis
http://staff-www.uni-marburg.de/~b_morpho/symbio.html

August 2002
University of Oslo, Norway
7th International Mycological Congress
Leif Ryvarden, Botany Department, Biological Institute, Box 1045, Blindern, N-0316, Norway
Ph.: 47-22854623; Fax: 47-22856717
leif.ryvarden@bio.uio.no

If you know of any other conferences, symposia, workshops, etc. that may be of interest to members, please send us the details so the information can be included in the next issue of the journal.

Cheryl Grgurinovic
INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS

Deadline for next issue
Articles for the next issue of the journal are due by 24 March 2000.

Submission of manuscripts
All manuscripts for publication in the Australasian Mycologist should be submitted as hard copy, and where possible as electronic copy. The editors request that authors adhere to the Australasian Mycologist style. Headings are bold 10 pt Ariel; centred upper case for the paper’s title, centred upper and lower case for the second level headings and left aligned for third level headings. The remainder of the text is 10 pt Times New Roman. The authors’ names and addresses are centred and italicised. Please note that journal and book titles are given in full in the references. References are given in alphabetical order, not date order, if more than one reference is cited in one place in the text.

Manuscripts submitted for publication in the Australasian Mycologist should not be submitted to another journal waiting publication or have been previously published in another journal. Authors submitting manuscripts are responsible for obtaining the copyright holders’ permission to reproduce any material for which the author does not hold copyright.

The journal can publish both colour plates and black and white photographs.

Manuscripts for the Australasian Mycologist should be sent to: Dr Cheryl Grgurinovic, PO Box 53, Farrer, ACT 2607, Australia.

Refereeing of articles
Authors can request that their articles be refereed. There will be two anonymous referees. These papers will be published as Research papers. Non-refereed articles will be published as Reports.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Membership subscription in the Society for 2000 is AUSS30 per calendar year for Full Members and AUSS15 for Concessional Members in Australia or New Zealand; AUSS45 for Full Members and AUSS22.50 for Concessional Members outside Australia or New Zealand. The Concessional Member category replaces the Student Member, and now covers students, retirees, and those receiving a government pension. Subscriptions include three issues per year of the Australasian Mycologist and postage charges. Subscriptions fall due on 1 January each year.

Library subscription AUSS45 per calendar year; personal members are requested not to donate their copies of the journal to a library for 12 months from publication date. Sustaining Members will have an annual fee of AUSS100. Sustaining Members will be listed in each the Australasian Mycologist.

Subscriptions
New Zealand members:
New Zealand members can pay subscriptions in $NZ. Send cheques to Dr Peter Buchanan at Landcare Research, Private Bag 92170, Auckland, New Zealand. Please make cheques payable to ‘Foray account’.

General correspondence
should be directed to the Secretary:
Dr Geoff Ridley, New Zealand Forest Research Institute, Sala Street, Private Bag 3020, Rotorua, New Zealand.
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Figure 1. Developmental stages of *Chlorophyllum molybdites* fruit bodies from Floreat Park, Perth, Western Australia. Note the dark, coarse scales which develop on the pileus, and overall resemblance to species of *Macrolepiota*. The specimen shown at top centre had begun to develop greenish-tinged lamellae but had not yet matured fully. *Photo*: N.L. Bougher, February 1998.

Figure 2: Mature *Chlorophyllum molybdites* fruit bodies from Perth with green lamellae. *Photo*: N.L. Bougher, February 1998.